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I . Introduction

This paper presents cmolyses of measurement1: performs.' in pin and plate

environments of nearly identical composition in c r i t i -3.1 assemblies ZPPR-2

and ZPR-6-7 operated by Argonne National Laboratory. Nearly a l l fast

reactor c r i t i c a l assembly measurements, pr ior to the ZPPR-2 and ZPR-5-7

assemblies, have been made in plate environments using typ ica l ly 1/16 to

1/4 inch wide plates to simulate fast, reactor compositions. The plate

environment of c r i t i c a l assemblies introduces heterogeneity effects which

d i f f e r s ign i f icant ly from that of an LMFBR which is comprised b f fuel pins

typical ly about 1/4 incu in diameter. Consequently, the recent pin versus

plate measurements are an important contribution to removing uncertainties

in the extrapolation from plate c r i t i c a l measurements and analyses to the

LtfFBR pin environment. An, improved capabi l i ty fo r confident calculations

of plate versus pin effects w i l l s ign i f i cant ly improve the appl icab i l i ty

of future plate c r i t i c a l assemblies toward reducing LWFBR~physTcs desTgh

uncertainties.

The pin versus plate measurements in ZPPR-2 and ZPR-5-7 ware performed

by replacing small regions of the normal plate core with pin calandria

containing 16 fusl rods (O.''rlO and 0.348 inch '"' clad and mixed oxide

fual pe l le t diameters, respectively) across the approximately 2x2 inch cross

sectional area. Fig'jrr: 1 shows a cross section view of the ZPPR-2

assembly which outlinas ths central pin region (69 mstnX drawers) and

the radial pin sector. I n i t i a l pin versus plate measurements were performed

in the central 69 drawers and the pin calandria were then rearranged into

the radial pin sector for later measurements. Figure 1 also shows cross

sections of the ZPPR-2 inner core zone plate arrangersnt and of the pin

calandria. Assembly ZPR-6-7 was a large single zone assembly having the

same plate arrangement and ccrnpositipn as thr? inner core zone of ZPPR-2. *
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In ZPR-6-7, the pin sector was comprised of 25 drawers. Axially, the
ZPPR-2 pin region included the fu l l 36 inch core height and 6 Inches
into the axial blcnkets while the ZPR-6-7 pin region included only
the central 24 inches of tin: 60 inch core height.

The principal sources for differences in measurements or calculations
are due to changes in heterogeneity which affects resonance self-shielding
and the detailed fine neutron flux levels and spectra betweerTTissi1e or fer t i le
regions and the diluent (sodium, stainless steel, or iron) regions.
An unresolved potential problem is v/hether neutron Ie3kage is affected
differently in plate or pin environment. The flux anc resonance hetero-
geneity effects are dominated by changes affecting Pu :i39 and U-238
with contributions from other isotopes comparatively s.iall although not
completely negligible. Heterogeneity effects lead to -.lightly softer
neutron flux spectra in the plete environment than i i ; the pin or
hypothetical truly homogeneous environment. The effects on eigenvalues
(cr i t ical i ty) and on sodium voidiny are the most d i f f i ult to calculate '

as the net effects on these measurements are comprised of compensating
positive and negative reactivity effects. Heterogenei-y effects on
other measurements such as the Doppler effect, central cavity reaction
rate ratios, etc., are due primarily to effects on the riross flux
spectra and are generally easier to calculate.

This paper presents detailed results of analyses
on the principal plate versus pin measures-.-, "its inciucii 7 reactivity
(eigenvalue), sodium void, reaction rate i\rf.:io and Do;- l-?r (heated
sample measurements) effects. Principal emphasis is p cod on eigen-
value and sodium void effects.



II. Plate vs. Pin Reactivity Effect

The reactivity effect of replacing pins by plates is an important
consideration In comparing calculated eigenvalues with experiment and
corresponding estimates of eigenvalue uncertainties or adjustments for
LMFBRs. Prior to the recent pin measurements, the only experimental
data for testing heterogeneity estimates involved plate bunching
experiments wherein reactivity effects of varying plate drawer arrangements
were varied. The pin replacement experiments provide a mr* direct test of
heterogeneity effects even though the experimental pin cells are somewhat
more heterogeneous than an LHFBR fuel assembly.

Methods of Analyses and Data

Based on current caiculationai methods, the principal eigenvalue effects
are expected to be resonance self-shielding and cell structure of the
neutron flux which also lead to effects on the neutron spectrum.
Methods used for the plate calculations involved separate resonance
self-shielding for each heavy element in each plate of the assembly.
The W-ARD codes XSRES and WlDX (modifications of the 1DX^ code)
are used for resonance self-shielding and one-dimensional diffusion theory
spatial flux averaging of the cross sections. The methods for resonance
self-shielding use resonance equivalence principles'- -* for asymetric
slab cells and cylindrical lattices. The cylindrical cell was based on
the actual fuel pin diameter and matrix tuba averaged volume ratios and
material densities. Comparison of resonance self-shielding for the
average cell with individual-self-shielding for comer, edge and center
pins indicates no significant differences for the matrix averaged cross
sections. Individual pin reaction rates could, however, be significantly
different from each other. The calculations have been performed using
30 energy groups with modified ENDF/B-II data^3-*. Comparative calculations'- •*
using these data and the ENDF/B-III data indicate the only significant
differences between these data 1s that the ENDF/B-III data yield a central
sodium worth about 10% higher than the modified data as shown in Table 1.



Cur»-ent imcer tain tics in del eyed neutron yields lead to uncertainties
on the order cf 58 in the fnhoursAk conversion factor which Is
necessary to compare experimentally assured inhotirs with calculated
&k. The M-ARO results in this paper have been converted using 1000
inhours for 12 &(f# 1S this value is comparesle mm pns*i»u*h p u s h e
values for ZP?R-2. ttamwr, a recent evaluation of delayed neutron
yields by the authorsE -'"leads to a calculated value of 940 ih/t&k for
ZPPR-2. Consequently» the ratios of calculation/experiment given In
this paper could be reduced by about $% for consistency with current
evaluations of delayed neutron data.

Spatial celT homogenizotiOR1*5' 1s performed using the one-dimensional
111 '111-* .

transport theory code1, AriISh*t^J» modified to perform the required
cell flux weighting. Periodic boundary conditions are used for the
plate cell calculations with input, plate Independent values of 0 J ^
(based on two-dimensional diffusion theory calculations) for cell
leakage representation. *;•

The cylindrical cell calculations for,the pin studies are particularly
sensitive to the cell boundary conditions. Based on thermal reactor
experience, "white1* boundary conditions (isotropic reflection) are
typically used for cylindrical ce

of a neutron mean free path* Jut

1 calculations. However, the optical
thickness of the moderator region in a thermal reactor is on the order

fuel P*n is

not as "black" to neutrons a? a thermal reactor fuel pin. Using
isotropic reflection for a fast reactor cell tends to force the angular
flux in the cell to be almost, isotropic everywhere in the cell. Some
recent work by Choongt̂ J "indicates that, even for thermal reactor
cells, the angular distribution for the returned neutrons should be
slightly more peakea in tne uirectiu,, parauei to w.a axis of the^
cylinder"than the isotropic reflection assumption, tasaquantly, toe
white boundary condition can leao to an uiiuerestinate of the flux
variations in the cell. For tnis reason, parallel calculations were
conducted using both white and reflective boundary



conditions. A four region cell model was used based on fuel, cladding,
sodium and calandria can plus matrix volume fractions. Reflective
boundary conditions overestimate the flux variations in the coll
and the calculated fuel to cell averaos flux ratios do not converge
as the angular order is increased frcm S6 to S1G. The S6 calculations
yield a net flux heterogeneity reactivity effect similar to the plate
cell while S16 effects are considerably greater than for the plate
ce l l . Cross sections from SS calculations were used 1n ZPPR-2 analyses
to provide results for an upper bound {56 reflective boundary additions)
and lower bound (white boundary conditions) on the, fuel pfn to cell
average flux variations. Peaking factors using the white boundary
conditions are Independent c-f angular orders greater than 56.

ZPPK-2 Plate vs. Pin Reactivity Calculations

Table 2 presents results of 2PPR-2 plate versus pin heterogeneity
calculations including perturbation theory isotopic contributions
to the net ef f tc t . Also given are the corresponding components
for the plate versus homogeneous calculations. Pin versus homogeneous
effects can be obtained by subtracting the plate versus pin from '
the plate versus homogeneous effects.



The ZFPIt-2 experimentally measured plate versus pin reactivity effect of
76.1±1.6 in-hours includes composition differences between the matched plate-
and pin calsndria for uhich ANL has determined a correction of 8.43±6.65
in-hours based on experimental worth traverses. An additional correction of
8.1 i.h has been wade by ANL to adjust for axial fissile distribution dif-
ference due to variation in fissile plate and pin lengths. Thus the com-
position corrected experimental value is 73.8.!.7.2 in-hours for the plate
minus pin reactivity effect. The calculated composition correction is 16.?.
in-hourn which included calcul-itional errors for material worths. For ZPl'K-2,
the present ratio oF calculation/experiment (C/E) for the central fissile
worth is 1.15. About b'/L of thIf^CjV. value is believed to be due to the use
of 1000 Jh/£Ak as noted earlier."" ' Based on an argument (a prob-
able but. unproven argument) tint the fissile central worth error is primarily
due to error.'; in calculated flux and adjoint distributions, about half of
the remaining 102 C/E error could b& assigned to the axial distributions and
the other half to the radial distributions. Since the rod zone in Zi'PR-2
has full axial core length, only the radial 57, integrated worth errors would
apply to the'rod zone. Acceptance of these arguments leads to an expected
C/E of 1.1 fur axinlly integrated worths using 1000 i'nfXuk. Table 14 includes
in parentheses the composition contributions adjusted by multiplying the
calculate*! J.'.otopic contributions by 1.1/(Central Worth C/E). The adjusted
composition correction of 10.5 in-hours i« in acceptable agreement with the
experimuntally based correction of 8.43i6.65 in-hours. It should be noted
that the above assumptions on the central worth error arc based on specu-
lative rather than technically verified arguments.

•
The calculated plate versus pin reactivity effect i s 137.8 in-hours by per-
turb .-it ion theory (88.4 in from cell flux effects plus 49.4 ih from resonance
self-shielding effects) and 124 in-hours by direct eigenvalue calculation
(140 calculated mitiu.-; 16 ih composition correction). Tha experimental value
was 75.817.2 ih. Using reflective cylindrical cel l boundary conditions
(expected to overestimate the flux heterogeneity), t!.e calculated reactivity
el feet i s only 38.3 ih. The calculated reactivity effect for pin versus
true homogunuous region is 87.0 ih (224.8 - 137.8) and 186.3 ih for white
and reflective boundary conditions, respectively, compared to 224,8 ih for
the plate versus hoiuogesieous region reactivity effect. The results using
reflective boundary condition: can be expected to overestimate the flux
heterogeneity for the pin celJ and consequently underestimate the plate-pin
flux contribution.

The discrepancy between calculation and measurement for the plate versus p.ui
reactivity effect could bo due to an overestimate of the. plate flux or
r«»fu»nanf«t he tore gem • i.y or corresponding ujidfms; iv. •• : for i:lu> phi j'lon.: rv.
"J1»C :.CJ"-.ij*. j w n s i t i v i iy f.- t h e r v l i m l r l c n l r.ol I boi: ..'••..— • coii<i!t !c:u :;;>' \ - . . •• -.
t h i s |m>i>.l<.Tii t o be .i p o u < n t i a J ] y s i n n i i i«:ant s o u r c e of <. r r o r si»»co t h e
adequacy of white boundary conditions for a fast ru.:ctoi cel l does not
appear to be established. Sensitivity calculations performed for the pl..to
cel l by the present authors indicate variations of only about 15Z basi:tl on
acceptab-U: combinations of models, current methods f.m! t'ata. Even asnumju^
a 15% ov<!reKtim.itP of thn pla::c helerogeneiLy, the o>:>-' imental plate-pin



heterogeneity would be overestimated by 50% for the white boundary condition
calculation. The cylindrical resonance self-shielding appears to be least
sensitive to Methods and data errors. It appears that unexpectedly large
Modifications of the plate heterogeneity calculations combined with an under-
estimate of the pin flux heterogeneity (when using white boundary conditions)
would be required to obtain agreement between calculation and expertaent.
Alternately, the calculations nay not include a reactivity effect present
experimentally but not included in the calculations.

The present calculations have not included either
flux or resonance self-shielding heterogc.ieity contributions from the axial
blanket. Qualitatively, these contributions are expected to be small and
likely to lead to a more positive plate versus pin reactivity effect^which
would further increase the discrepancy with experiment. •

v ZPR-6-7 Plate Versus Pin Calculations

Since the ZPR-6-7 core region cell structure and composition are nearly
identical to the inner core zone in ZPFR-2, it is possible to calculate
XP1-6-7 with the core cross sections obtained for ZPPR-2. However, blanket
cross sections must be re-calculated for ZPR-6-7 as this assembly has a
Mild 23*U metal blanket compared to the uranium oxide and sodium mockup in
ZPfl-2. Using the ZPPR-2 derived core cross sections and appropriate ZPR-6-7
blanket cross sections, calculations were made of the plate versus pin re-
activity measurement in ZPR-6-7.

•Ike calculated plate versus pin reactivity effect including composition
differences for ZPR-6-7 is 84.7 in-hours by perturbation theory and 75 in-
bours by direct eigenvalue calculations. Perturbation theory calculations
for the composition correction gave 19.0 in-hours which is reduced to 13.9
In-hours when adjusted by central worth ratios of calculation to experiment:
as performed for ZPPR-2 in the previous section. Consequently, the calculated
reactivity effect corrected for the conpor.itional misrxitch is 5«i in-hours
(75.0rl9.^ ih)^ based on direct eigenvalue calculations and OS.7 in-hours by
perturbation theory. The experimental value, for the ZPlt-6-7 plate versus
pin reactivity effect including the coMpor.itional mismatch is bP. .71.1.0 in-
kours. The composition correccion reported by ANL based o:i experimental
Worth measurements is 16.4±3.3 in-hours so the composition corrected expe.ri--

ital value is 52.3+3.4 in-hours.

.The calculated C/E of 1.07 (56/52.3) for ZPR-6-7 is a substantial improve-
ment'over the C/E value of 1.64 (124/75.8) for ZPPR-2. At the present tine

tht reason for tht ovtrprtdiction of the pin versus plate reactivity effect in
ZPW-2 Is not fu l ly understood.



III. Reaction Rate Ratio and Doppler Effect Calculations

In Table III* comparisons of calculation and experiment are made for
pin and plate environment central reaction rate ratios and central
worths. Results of Doppler sample analyses are summarized in Table IV.
Calculations In the tables were obtained using the white boundary
conditions. The white boundary condition calculations yield a slightly
harder neutron flux spectrum than that obtained with reflective boundary
conditions. This result is indicated by the lower 2 3 8U Doppler effect,
10B central worth and 028/a£9 ratio obtained with the white boundary
condition. Overall, the calculated pin/plate ratios are in better
agreement with experiment using the white boundary condition.



The ZPPR-2 experimental reaction rates given in Table H I are fission
counter measurements while the ZPR-6-7 values ire fo?'l measurements
averaged over the ce l l . Since the counter measureme> is tend to be an
average measurement over the central drawer spectrum: they can be

• best compared with a calculation using homogeneous c. >ss sections^
The ZPR-6-7

* cell-average measurements are best represented by the calculations using
heterogeneous cell-homogenized cross sections

~ _ " " For both types of calculatio; •, i t appears
] ^ that,the pin/plate increase'1n the o^/a1*? and o ^ ' p ratios are

underestfmited while the ofhf and <^8/cJ9 ratios are well-calculated.
For the plate core, the sodium voided reaction rate ratios are
calculated with essentially the same accuracy as for the normal core.

230

The pin/plate ratio of 0.96 for the Pu central worth Is in good
agreement with the experimental rat io. The pin/plate calculated
ratio of 0.96 for the sodium central worth is in apparent disagreement
with the.experimental ratio of 1,16±0.10. However, local geometry
effects on these Measurements appear to be large and the large region
sodium void results of the next section of this paper are more amenable
to calculation.

For the 238U Doppler effect, the pin/elate calculated ratio is a few
percent higher than the experimental ratio although i t thin error bounds
of the experimental ratios. The Doppler effect for t:i3 sodium voided

\ core Is underpredicted relative to experiment by abo^: 12% compared to
+ about 3* for the normal core. This discrepancy wouU' indicate an over

prediction of the spectral hardening upon sodium voii sig.



IV. Sodium Void Calculations

The basic method used for sodium void calculations was f i r s t order
perturbation theory. Cross section differences between the sodium-in
and sodium-out conditions were obtained by performing separate
resonance self-shielding and cell flux calculations. C ecks on the
accuracy of f i r s t order perturbation theory were performed using
direct eigenvalue and "exact" (perturbed flux, unperturbed adjoint)
perturbation theory calculations.

Central Sodium Void Calculations

Table V compares calculation and experiment for ZPPR-2 sodium voiding
of the central regions up to G9 matrices. The f i r s t or !er perturbation
theory calculations for the plate core indicate C/E values slightly
greater than unity near the core center and sl ightly le:s than unity
for the 69 matrix, 12 inch axial height (12 inches above and below
core midplane) void region. A direct eigenvalue calculation for 18
inch (-18 to +18 inch) axial voiding gave a C/E of 0.9G compared to
1.10 for perturbation theory. As noted later, this difference is
consistent with an underestimation of the leakage comport for sodium
voiding. As the voided region increases in size up to CD matrices,
the flux spectrum near the co -e center tends to become progressively
harder leading to more positive sodium voiding than predicted by
perturbation theory. Direct eigenvalue calculations, winch can account
for the spectral hardening, predict more constant C/E v-lues with
progressive voiding than perturbation theory.

The pin voiding calculations using white boundary conditions yield
about 5% less positive void effects and lower pin/plate ratios than
the calculations using reflective boundary conditions. The white
boundary condition results tend to yield a somewhat f le l ter C/E
value as the void size increases although no clear prefr-ence on
boundary conditions can be made based on the C/E values. As the void
height increases* the calculated pin/plate ratios incro •:•> by 7-10%.

-16-



However, the experimental accuracy for the central 12 arrd 18 inch
void regions is insufficient to judge the accuracy of this increase.

Overall, the voiding for the central regions is calculated within
about 5% accuracy for both the pin and plate environments with no
unexpected dif f icult ies in calculating either the pin or plate
measurements.

Off-Center Plate Sodium Void Calculations

At the present time, no significant analyses have been reported for
measurements performed in the pin sector of ZPPR-2, showFi in Figure 1.
Both R-Z and X-Y geometry calculations of plats core sodium voiding
for regions A and B of Figure 1 have been performed and the results
are given in Table VI.

Based on the comparisons of R-Z and R calculations, reference methods
for the X-Y calculation included: region dependent̂  group independent
B2 averaged over a 12-inch core height; axial leakage calculations based
on R-Z calculations; and a normalization correction of 0.31 for 12-inch
axial voiding relative to 18-inch core height. Sensitivity calculations
were also made using group dependent B . The X-Y calculations were
performed using quarter-core synmetry with four mesh points per ZPPR-2
matrix position (drawer). The inner and outer core radfi for the R-Z
calculation are 64.67 and 91.45 cm., respectively, (based on equal
areas of actual core zones) while the X-Y radial distances to the outer

core region B are 63.53 and -..15 cm., for the inner and outer edge,
respectively. Due to the shorter radial distance to region B in the
actual X-Y geometry, the fH'x levels in region B wi l l fro slightly
higher (particularly near vlie inner core) than obtained in the R-Z
calculations.



The experimental values indicate that pin voiding for reg.ions A and B
is less positive than plate voiding which is the opposite effect found
for the central void regions. Since the pin sectors are smaller than
the central pin zone, local boundary effects could be more influential
for the pin sector. Pin sector calculations should be performed and
are particularly significant in view of the relatively lrrge C/E value
of 1.20 found for region B compared to about 0.9 for reg'on A.

The methods used for the X-Y void calculations (combiner.g X-Y and R-Z
results) appears to provide a practical calculational scheme with
adequate accuracy for voiding of irregular core geometries.

~ " ~ " " For full core height voiding, the
use of axial leakage based on DB2 can be expected to provide accuracy
comparable to an R-Z leakage calculation although it mis:lit be necessary
to include the DB2 calculation in regions adjacent to the voided region
for highly accurate calculations. The use of X-Y method", rather than
R-Z methods for sodium voiding can be expected to be of greater impor-
tance for cores containing heterogeneities such as control rods (a
reactor design, ZPPR-Assembly 3, FFTF mockup critical assemblies). In
these cases, the spatial variation of the void coefficient is signifi-
cantly greater than the nearly radial dependence in ZPPiR-2.

-22-
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fABLE I I I . CENTRAL REACTION RATE RATIOS AND CENTRAL WORTHS

Central Reaction
Rate Ratios

Experiment

Plate

j 25/ff 49 ZPPR-2 1-067 + .
f f ZPR-6-7 1.065 + .

1.067 + .016

021

o f
2 8 /o f"

9 ZPPR-2 0.0215 + .0005

ZPR-6-7 0.0234 + .0005

af*°/of9 ZPPR-2 0.1818+.003

a 2 8 / a f
t t 9 ZPR-6-7 0.143 + .003

Central Worths (ih/kq)

Ratio of Pin to Plate

1.001 + .03

. 0.990 + .03

1.057 + . 0 3

1.056 + .03

1.046 + .03

1.002 + .03

n Ratio of Calculation to Experiment

Plate Ratio of Pin to Plate

1.03

1.04

1.00

0.97

1.01

1.05

1.0

1.0

0.96
0.95
0.97
1.02

239
Pu ZPPR-2

ZPR-6-7
120.2 + 0.1
161.3 + 0.9

0.974 + .01

0.975 + .01

1.15

1.21
0.99

NCP - 5/7/73



238
t l\l. PLATE AND PIN CALCULATIONS FOR U DOPPLER IN ZPPR-2

uo2
300

300

300

Sample Worth

- 500°K

- 800°K

- noo°K

Plate

-6.61

-0.222

-0.453

-0.621

Experiment

(in/kg)

+ .02

+ .008 .

+ .009

.+ .009

, Pin
Plate ;

1.01 + .

0.874 +_

0.925 ±

0.887 +

03

.07

.04

.03

Calculati on/Exoeri merit

Plate Cal/PIate Meas.

1.31

0.98 •

0.97

0.96

Pin ,Pin
TXite C a l /Hlte

0.94
0.95
0.99
0.98

238 ' 238

U - VOIDED DOPPLER (ih/kg U)

uo2
300

300

300

Sample Worth
- 500°K

- 800°K

- 1100oK

. -6.44 +. .

-0.150 +

-0.303 +

-0.415 +

02

.09

.012

.011

0.921

0.947

0.947

1.005

+. .03 . .

+ .10

+ .06' ••

+ .04

1

0

0

. 0

.23

.90

.88

.86

HCP -.5/7/73



Table V. ..Calculations for 2PPR-2 Sodium Void Measurements

Csr.ural Sample

C-:-- z-;ai Regior.3
C.v-rage of 1. 4,
£.-•: ? matrix voiding)

~'£5 Matrices (=7x7)

69 Matrices (*9

Axial Void
Lenethfin.)

6

12

18

12

12

Experiment

Plate

4.57+0.12

5.12+0.20

3.00+0.12

1.36+0.20

3.20+0.03

3.23+0.02

(ih/kg)

Pin

5.31+0.

4.87+0.

3.25+0.

1.51+0,

3.31+0.

3.38+0

31

05

10

07

.03

.02

-

Ratio
Pin
Plat*

1.16+0.

1.10+0.

1.08+0.

1.12+0.

1.03+0.

1.05+0.

10

02

06

16

02

01

Calculation
Plate

ifa/kg

4.

4.

3.

1.

1.

3.

3

3

55

60

23

52

.33+

.14

.08

.05+

C/E

1.^'

1.08

1.10

O.S&i-

0.98

0.95

0.94+

Pin

C/E

1.02
0.97*
1.09

1.19

1.03+

1.11*

1.04
1.00*

1.00

0.97*

0.96+

0.95+*

Ratio
Pin
Plate

1.02

0.96*

1.08
1.03*
1.10

1.18

1.17+

1.10*

1.10
1.06*

1.10

1.08*

1.07+

1.05+*

* Calculations using "white" boundary condition in transport theory cell calculations.

+ Direct eigenvalue difference calculation.



TAHI*: wi. " ' H l t < t J!IK. SQDIUH Wl imC

Region
Voided

A

B

A + •

Col, I
of B

Col. 2
of B

Col. 3
of B

Col. 4
of B

Col. S
of B

Tyea of
Cilculailun

R-Z Part.

R-Z Direct k

X-X Fart.

R-* Part,

X-t Part,

X-Y. Part*

X-T Exact Part.

R-Z Exact Part.1

R-Z Fart.
X-X Fart,

R-Z Fart,*

R-Z Fart.

X-T Pert.

R-Z Part.

R-Z Fart.

X-1 Pert.

R-Z Pert,

X-1 Part,

R-Z Part.

X-Y Pert.

a) Ratio of

• ) Valua for

c) Value for

t'laaloi

-0.5*

-0,56

-0.16

-0.1B

-a,*?
-0,29

1 -0.2t
•O.32
-0.3?

-0,36

-0.25

-0.26

•0,23

-0.18

-0.19

-4.13

-0.1*

-0.07
-0.07

1 AliS.

1.1'.

1.18

0.45

0.4B

O.'-B

0.39

0.57

0.73

0.33

0.80

0.69
0.71

0.58

0.46

0.48

0.35

0.36

n.24

0.24

Hod.

2.46

2.S5

1.21

1.34

1.10

1.39

1.41
1.77

1.95

l.SS

1.71
1.76

1.45

1.2*

1.27

1.09

1.11

1.02

1.03

Rndi.il

-0

-0

72

-2

-2

-2:

-2 .

- I .

- 1 .

- 1 .

-0 .
-0 .

- 1 .

- 2 .
- 2 .

- 3 .

- 3 .

- 3 .

- 3 .

ealculatlon/exparlaant given

voldlmg

voldiag

A with B pravloualy

B (or drawer* of F.)

.14

.22

.50

.34

.32

.60

,64

.59

27

31

69

63

54

46

39

31

27

95

96

Axl.il
l.v.ik.ii.c

-O.«6

-0.86

-0.47

-0.48

-0.54

-0.54

-0.63

-0.67

-0.67

-0.71

-0.71

-0.61

-0.49

-0.49

-0.36

-0.36

-0.24

-0.24

In parentheala

voldad.

with

Tr.iugvcrwii

-

-0.01

-

m

-0.03

-0.03

-0.03

-

-0.03

-

—

-0.20

.

.-0.034

-0.034

-0.031

A urevloualy voldad.

Hut
C^lc.(CZt)

1.96(0.86)'*

2.05(0.40)

2.08(0.91)

-1.40(1.39)

-1.21(1.20)

-1.48(1.47)

-1.49(1.48)

-0.04C -)

0.44(0.65)

0.34(0.50)

0.75(0.74)

0.85(0.83)

-O.35( - )

1.43(1.10)

-2.33(1.10)

-2.36(1.12)

-2.33(1.10)

-3.00(1.02)

-3.03(1.03}

Clncc

2.28*0.05

-l.01jO.05

-O.»7JO.OJC

0.6JJO.03

1.02«.33C

0.21tp.33C

-1.304O.33C

-2.11Jp.20e

-2.11+O.2Oe

-2 .»3« .33 C

Ptn

2.I5HD.0S

2.17*0.97*

-1.0140.05

-l .02«».0$ c

O.S9+O.O3

g

2 2
d) Cilculaeloaa ualng group and raglon dapandant B . All other calculation! uaad group lndapandant B .
a) Calculated aa a linear average of Coluana 1 to 5 of B.



TABLE v n COMPARISONS OF W-ARD CALCULATIONS WITH PIN AND PLATE MEASUREMENTS
. (REACTIVITY 'JNITS ARE GIVEN IK ISHOUSS)

. ^.n~

-a ;z. Pin, (in) Plate i'iirus Pin
Calculation

Ratio of C to E*

IS-/1" y?Jil!15

69. r—"ices (ZPPR-2)

75.3 + 7.2

52:3

Plate
Ratio of

:* *c Plats

3.23 L 0.02 1.C3 + 0.C1

5.94 + 0.5 0.92 T 0.11

1.07

Ratio of

0.94

0.57

P.stio cf

3CCC:: io 11CO°K (ZPPR-2) -C.621+ 0.002 0.39+0.03 0.96 0.91

* Calculation to Experiment

** Calculated

NCP - 5/7/73



V. CONCLUSIONS

The total heteror-cr.c.: ty effect on the eigenvalue calcul.-^ion in the plate
assembly v;as found to bv 1.032 '.!:. The plate heterogeneity effect in ZPPR-2
Increased the c.iitral fission ratio of *3f)U to 239Pu by •-nly a percent but
significantly ("-!>%) rr-ck:o.'.J the fission ratio of 23QU to ' 39Pu and the fission
ratio of -!()Pu to ''•' i-.i. The heterogeneous spectra effe t on the ratio of

d U capture rate to -35Pu fission rate was found to be negligible while the
Use of heterogeneously prepared cross sections in the reaction ratio lowers
thir. ratio by l\7, compared to w\<: of homogeneous cross sections. Calculations
of most central small sample reactivity worths u c t in ata-eement with mea-
sured values within 10 to 15/1. The discrepancy of calcui.ar.ions relative to
Miaaun muni was rcorr t h a n 207. « \ i iy f o r ''^Ut Cr, Mo, ami "An.

With the exception of the pin versus plate reactivity effects in ZPPR-2,
calculations shown In Table VII reproduce quite well the measured values for
pin/plate ratios including sodium void, Doppler effect, reaction rate

239ratio, and central Pu worth measurements.

The trend to overpredict: the pin versus pl<-tc. r e ac t i v i t y effect in ZPi'R-2
compared to ZPR-6-7^_jia-5?irt'CTrf7«r«:4y—ta—irhg r.H'1 -of-lotri.-<wr»cTi-. -,- indica tes Liu::
p o s s i b i l i t y of a r eac t i v i t y effect which in not accoiv:tc! for in the c a l -
cu l a t i ons . Po ten t i a l sources fur t h i s apparent discr«''pn:%.cv include b lan l^ t
effftefs in ZPPR-2, loca l per turbat ions due LO Uie si.i;;.\l '"•in zone in ZPR-G-7 ,
experjmental or calcu3ai.ioii.il r r r o r s , and ?.~3s-*&m<* '*>iw-- . ;^ for pasyir;r.-.tr.i.cf]
neutron diffusion or tstr.jaiat.ng in tlic plat,: environ:.-.:ut cor.parcd to f:h.: nin
envlronw.nl..

The sit ronp, s o n s i t i v f t y o f cyl in:!:r: \-al c o l l fin:-: c a l c n J ; ' : ionr; t o t h e c e l l
bciuudaiy cnud.! t i e n s i n J i c.i! i .• .; n r id for f u r t h e r r.tiidy i>i. i.ist. r e a c t o r .-:p_ ĵ ±
c a t i o n : ; . A l t h o u g h while- boinnl .ny i-.unditi.>ns a r c c l c - i r l y s i i . ' . T i o r t o n-firic--
t i v e c o n d i t i o n s , i t appc.--.rs l.ihi:l.y th.-it t h o vh i t» - co i id i r I.^-M; undere : ; t i % nnt i
t h e c e l l f l u x v a r i a t i o n s . Tiic: u s . o f en 1.1 i;-..ion p r o b a b . i l i.i u:s f o r a p i n in
a s q u a r e l a t t i c e , such a:; fiic-.•.;.' d;vcJc»p:d by i;rj.:-.::-.';i'.!c:iT- ™1 , coulc! oJT.;-v .-:•
improvisd s o J u t i o n foi. t ; i i c r i tic.;", i ,::-:pcvi:. :r.it i raaly e s \ . ' .LJc i;rl^ii;-:;i..- r i. ; ' •
s o l u t i o n s mi. gh t be rc.cjui n :d i'oj J.;f . ircacL-w )..-. it i.c; z. ..*•

/^ new evali'.'Uion of dclayt-.d neutron tk;t;i
led to a rt-ducfioa (5%) in the- :i.b/.. Ak ennvcrsien fac tor . Important; b in l i -
cat ions of t h i s reduced convurnlon factor :m- tha t agree::- -n!:s bolv.'cwn i:!^;,-
sured and cnlr.ulatcd ctni-ral niAti-r:...]. worth:: .-md nla tc vc-r.-vis p.ln r^;t:t iv.i ty
e f fec t s improve by 'M, \;herea;j cnl.culat.ions i>J' cen t ra l nr'.iuu voidiny. ••ind
Dopplcr sample r e a c t i v i t i e s would .>e fiiffluw: UH'^rcstir-.i:-d by .'^ in t:;n-
p l a t e assembly. Reaction rate, rat i.os, pin vcrsu-; p la te r nio.s of fjodiuiii
voiding, and Doppler snmple mccisur^ments umilyr,<;>..; arc. nui affected.
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